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Abstract—Web applications are widely adopted and their correct functioning is mission critical for many businesses. At the same time,

Web applications tend to be error prone and implementation vulnerabilities are readily and commonly exploited by attackers. The

design of countermeasures that detect or prevent such vulnerabilities or protect against their exploitation is an important research

challenge for the fields of software engineering and security engineering. In this paper, we focus on one specific type of implementation

vulnerability, namely, broken dependencies on session data. This vulnerability can lead to a variety of erroneous behavior at runtime

and can easily be triggered by a malicious user by applying attack techniques such as forceful browsing. This paper shows how to

guarantee the absence of runtime errors due to broken dependencies on session data in Web applications. The proposed solution

combines development-time program annotation, static verification, and runtime checking to provably protect against broken data

dependencies. We have developed a prototype implementation of our approach, building on the JML annotation language and the

existing static verification tool ESC/Java2, and we successfully applied our approach to a representative J2EE-based e-commerce

application. We show that the annotation overhead is very small, that the performance of the fully automatic static verification is

acceptable, and that the performance overhead of the runtime checking is limited.

Index Terms—Software/program verification, security, reliability, data sharing, Web-based services, Web technologies.
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1 INTRODUCTION

WEB applications are widely adopted in today’s life.
More and more individuals and organizations

strongly depend on their correct functioning, resulting in
an increasing demand for reliability and security [1]. For
instance, many companies already incorporate e-commerce
into their business model to increase their revenues. At the
same time, Web applications tend to be error prone and are
a welcome target for attackers due to their high accessibility
and possible profit gain.

NIST’s national vulnerability database clearly shows an
increasing number of vulnerabilities located in the applica-
tion layer. A similar trend stands out in the Web Hacking
Incidents Database (WHID). Design flaws and implementa-
tion bugs are two important root causes for many
vulnerabilities in Web applications. They potentially lead
to erroneous behavior at runtime and undermine the overall
reliability and security of a Web application. This is
especially the case in Web applications since attackers can
more easily trigger specific implementation bugs because of
the open and reactive nature of Web applications.

This paper focuses on one particular type of implemen-
tation bugs, namely, runtime errors due to broken data

dependencies in data-centered Web applications. In a data-
centered application, the different components of the
application can indirectly share data through a shared data
repository without actually interacting with each other. This
loose coupling adds extra flexibility to the software develop-
ment and composition process and is often used in software
engineering as a viable trade-off between data encapsulation
and efficient data sharing. For instance, Web applications
typically use indirect data sharing to store and retrieve the
nonpersistent server-side session state for each user.

On the downside, data dependencies in data-centered
software compositions can easily break. A data-centered
application is correctly composed if, at runtime, each
component is able to retrieve the data from the repository
that it expects to find. Infringements typically manifest
themselves in unexpected exceptions. Thus, the correct
functioning of a component depends on the runtime state of
the shared repository during its execution. Since these
dependencies typically are hidden within a software
system, it is hard for a software composer to build Web
applications without breaking any of the hidden depen-
dencies between the components and the shared data
repository. This is a relevant composition problem and
typically leads to runtime errors. These runtime errors can,
for instance, be exploited in Web applications by applying
forceful browsing. The impact of the runtime errors
depends on the particular application, but possible con-
sequences include the execution of unexpected application
logic, information leakage due to bad error handling,
broken data integrity (for example, storing null strings to
the database back end), skipping of cleanup code (such as
the code that closes database connections), which, in turn,
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may lead to a denial-of-service attack, and many more.
Moreover, the loose coupling between components in
indirect data sharing circumvents several consistency
checks of today’s compilers, resulting in the late detection
of composition problems (that is, at runtime instead of at
compile time).

The main contribution of this paper is that it shows how
to formally guarantee that no data dependencies are broken
in a given Web application. To do so, the presented
approach only requires a limited annotation of the given
application and it applies a combination of static and
dynamic verification. The guaranteed absence of runtime
errors due to broken data dependencies results in a more
reliable and secure Web application. In addition, a proto-
type implementation of the presented approach is built
based on an existing verifier for Java and the prototype
implementation is successfully applied to Duke’s BookStore,
a J2EE-based based e-commerce application.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2
provides some background information on indirect data
sharing in Web applications and some common composition
problems due to broken data dependencies. This concept is
illustrated in more detail in the Duke’s BookStore case study, a
representative e-commerce Web application, in Section 3.
Next, Section 4 defines the requirements for a solution to
counter these composition problems in a transparent and
developer-friendly way. In Section 5, we present our solution
to detect and prevent composition problems in data-centered
reactive Web applications. In Section 6, the design and
implementation of our prototype is demonstrated and
illustrated with the Duke’s BookStore e-commerce application.
In addition, the results are presented in Section 7. Next,
Section 8 discusses the chosen trade-offs between the
usability and the accuracy of the verification. In Section 9,
the presented work is related to existing research in program
verification and Web security and, finally, Section 10 sum-
marizes the contributions of this paper.

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

This section provides more detailed background informa-
tion on indirect data sharing in Web applications and some
common composition problems. After a short, general
introduction to indirect data sharing in Section 2.1, the
typical use of a shared repository in Web applications is
described in Section 2.2. In addition, the erroneous behavior
due to broken dependencies is briefly discussed, as well as
the adequacy of existing security countermeasures to
prevent malicious users from exploiting these types of bugs.

2.1 Indirect Data Sharing

In the repository architectural style [2], a system consists of
a central data structure (representing the state of the
system) and a set of separate components interacting with
the central data store. This architectural style is quite
common in software engineering as a viable trade-off
between data encapsulation and efficient data sharing. For
instance, indirect data sharing is adopted in several
component models and APIs such as JavaServlet containers
[3], Pluggable Authentication Modules (PAM) framework
[4], and JavaSpaces in Sun’s Jini [5].

The application is correctly composed with respect to the
indirect data sharing if, at runtime, each component is able
to retrieve the data from the repository that it expects to
find. Thus, the correct functioning of a component depends
on the runtime state of the shared repository during its
execution or, rephrased, in applications with a shared data
repository, implicit semantical dependencies exist between
components that share a common data item on the shared
repository. In Fig. 1, the implicit semantical dependencies
within a data-centered application are explicitly shown,
while the actual component interactions (that is, the control
flow) are abstracted.

2.2 Session Sharing in Web Applications

Web applications are server-side applications that are
invoked by thin Web clients (browsers), typically using
the Hypertext Transport Protocol (HTTP). A user can
navigate through a Web application by clicking links or
URLs in his or her browser and the user is also able to
supply input parameters by completing Web forms.

HTTP is a stateless application-level request/response
protocol and has been in use on the World Wide Web since
1990 [6]. Since the protocol is stateless, each request is
processed independently, without any knowledge of pre-
vious requests. To enable the typical user’s session concept
in Web applications, the Web application needs to add
session management on top of the stateless HTTP layer.
Different techniques exist to embed Web requests within a
user session, such as the use of cookies, URL rewriting, or
hidden form fields [7].

Nowadays, most Web applications use an underlying
framework or Web technology to facilitate the development
and the deployment of the Web application. Widespread
technologies, such as PHP, ASP.NET, and JSP/Servlets,
support, among others, the management of user sessions.
Next to tracking to which user session a Web request belongs,
these technologies also provide the server-side state for each
user session. While processing a Web request, server-side
Web components can store nonpersistent user-specific data
(for example, a shopping cart in an e-commerce site) in a
shared data repository bound to the user session. Other Web
components can then retrieve this data while processing
future requests in the same user session.

Breaking data dependencies is a common risk in
composing data-centered applications and, likewise,
data-centered Web compositions are vulnerable to broken
data dependencies without additional support. Based on
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extensive experience in several data-centered applications,
we identified two common types of composition mis-
match: cases in which a data item is not available on the
shared repository although a reading component expects
it on the repository during execution and cases in which
the type of an available data item does not correspond
with the type expected by the reading component. Since
the loose coupling in indirect data sharing circumvents
several consistency checks of today’s compilers, these
composition mismatches typically lead to runtime errors
(for example, NullPointerExceptions and ClassCastExceptions
in Java-like languages). This is a relevant composition
problem, and, although the impact of such a runtime error
depends on the particular Web application, broken data
dependencies undermine the reliability and security of the
Web application. Possible consequences of such runtime
errors include the execution of unexpected application
logic, information leakage, and denial-of-service.

Existing security solutions do not provide adequate
support to protect Web applications against such imple-
mentation-specific bugs. Network security fails to effec-
tively protect Web applications against attackers [8].
Network firewalls such as stateful packet filters typically
operate on the network or transport layer (for example,
granting access to a complete Web application by allowing
TCP port 80 traffic), whereas Web applications are typically
attacked on the application layer. To counter Web applica-
tion vulnerabilities, Web Application Firewalls (WAFs)
operate on the application layer and analyze Web requests
between a browser and the Web server [9]. Often, WAFs are
placed inline between the browser and server (as displayed
in Fig. 2) and enforce real-time access control, based on
application-level information such as the requested URL,
the supplied credentials and input parameters, and the user
session’s history.

WAFs are applied to mitigate a range of vulnerabilities,
including vulnerabilities to forceful browsing. Forceful
browsing is the act of directly accessing Web pages (URLs)
without consideration for their context within an applica-
tion session [10]. Bypassing the intended application flow in
a Web application can generally lead to unauthorized access
to resources or unexpected application behavior [11].
Moreover, a malicious user will typically apply forceful
browsing to exploit implementation-specific broken data
dependencies in data-centered Web applications in a more
or less controlled way. Therefore, WAFs that counter
forceful browsing attacks are an important countermeasure
to prevent the exploitation of broken data dependencies.

According to the “Web Application Firewall Evaluation
Criteria” [12], such a WAF implements the strict request flow

enforcement criterion. This criterion refers to the technique
where a WAF monitors individual user sessions and keeps
track of the links already followed and of the links that can
be followed at any given time [12].

An important drawback of WAFs is their limited
coverage of protecting implementation-specific vulnerabil-
ities. A WAF uses either a positive or a negative security
model as the basis for access decisions and is configured
manually by the administrator or automatically by obser-
ving legitimate or malicious network traffic. Thus, WAFs
are typically configured without a strong binding to the
implementation of the Web application they protect and
because of this, there is no strong guarantee that a
configured WAF actually mitigates all implementation-
specific bugs of a given Web application. Therefore,
additional support is needed to achieve stronger security
guarantees in data-centered Web application.

3 CASE STUDY: THE DUKE’S BOOKSTORE

APPLICATION

In this section, the Duke’s BookStore application illustrates in
more detail the typical use of shared data repositories for
sharing a session state in a servlet-based Web application.
In addition, the case study will be used in Sections 5 to 7 to
illustrate and validate our solution.

The Java Servlet technology is part of the J2EE specifica-
tion and provides mechanisms for extending the function-
ality of a Web server and for accessing existing business
systems [3]. Java Servlets are functional units of the Web
tier. A J2EE Web application is typically a collection of Java
Servlets and is deployed in a servlet-based Web container
such as Tomcat, JBoss, or WebSphere. Servlets can indir-
ectly share data by means of a shared data repository. In
fact, five instances of shared repositories are provided to the
servlet, each with a different access scope:

1. a data repository associated with the dynamic Web
page,

2. a data repository associated with the Web request,
3. a data repository associated with the user session,
4. a data repository associated with the Web context,

and
5. a data repository associated with the application.

We limit the illustration of data sharing by only discussing
sessions. The verification of broken data dependencies on
the request level has been investigated in [13].

The Duke’s BookStore Web application is an exemplary
Java Servlet application that is bundled together with the
J2EE 1.4 Tutorial [14]. This relatively small e-commerce
application consists of about 3,500 lines of code and
implements the basic functionality of a Web shop by using
Java Servlets. The core application logic is supplied by six
servlets and one filter:

1. BookStoreServlet. The BookStore servlet returns the
main Web page for Duke’s Bookstore. From this start
page, links are provided to browse the book catalog
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or jump to the book details of a particular book (for
example, a book in promotion).

2. BookDetailsServlet. The BookDetail servlet returns
information about any book that is available from
the bookstore. Links are provided to the user to
either add the book to the shopping cart or to look
further into the book catalog.

3. CashierServlet. The Cashier servlet asks for the user’s
name and credit card number so that the user can
buy the books in his or her shopping cart. Payment
information is sent to the Receipt servlet.

4. CatalogServlet. The Catalog servlet displays the book
catalog and provides the possibility of adding books
to the user’s shopping cart or buying the books in
the shopping cart by redirecting to the cashier
servlet.

5. ReceiptServlet. The Receipt servlet processes the
order by updating the book database inventory.
Next, the servlet invalidates the user session.

6. ShowCartServlet. The ShowCart servlet returns infor-
mation about the books in the user’s shopping cart.

7. OrderFilter. The Order filter provides server-side
logging of shopping orders whenever the Receipt-
Servlet is called.

The components share three data items on the shared
session repository: messages, cart, and currency (Table 1).

The data item messages is a ResourceBundle and contains

locale-specific objects. This data item is important for the
internationalization of the application and can be used by

all components to display messages in the user’s preferred

locale. Similarly, the data item currency of the type Currency

contains the user’s preferred currency. In addition, the data

item cart of type ShoppingCart represents the shopping cart

of the user in the e-commerce application.
The components interact with the shared session

repository as listed in Table 1. The interactions are specified

by a type (for example, ResourceBundle), a string identifier

(for example, messages), and the type of interaction. The
interaction types used are displayed in Table 1. We have

chosen to use more fine-grained interactions than just

simple read and write operations to increase the accuracy.
The type def. read/write stands for a defensive read/write

operation, as shown in Fig. 3, that is, the application can

handle a null pointer as a result of the read operation and,
in that case, the servlet stores a nonnull object of the

expected type to the shared session repository. The label

cond. means that the operation possibly occurs, depending
on an unspecified condition (for example, the runtime state
of the book database inventory).

Session repository interactions are typically not specified
in a servlet-based application nor are they in this J2EE
application. Thus, the implicit assumptions of the developer
on how a servlet or filter should be used with respect to its
interactions with the shared session repository are neither
articulated nor available in the source code. This makes the
correct deployment or software evolution very hard with-
out reanalyzing the complete source code.

Even in small e-commerce applications such as Duke’s
BookStore, the interactions with the shared session reposi-
tory impose restrictions on the allowed client-server
interaction protocol. If, for example, a user session starts
with any URL path other than the /bookstore starting
point of the application (which is a typical forceful
browsing attack), the execution of any servlet ends up with
a NullPointerException: Every servlet retrieves the messages
data item from the shared repository and assumes in its
execution that the retrieved ResourceBundle is not null.
Another NullPointerException occurs in the Duke’s Book-
Store application if the OrderFilter (according to the
deployment information of this application applied to the
ReceiptServlet) is called in a user’s session before the cart and
currency data items are stored to the shared repository.
Also notice the impact of software evolution on indirect
sharing. For example, the latter problem only occurs if the
OrderFilter is added to the application.

The impact of a NullPointerException during execution
depends on the particular application. Possible conse-
quences include the execution of unexpected application
logic, information leakage due to bad error handling,
broken data integrity by storing null strings to the database
back end, skipping of cleanup code (such as the code that
closes database connections), which, in turn, may lead to a
denial-of-service attack, and many more. In the remainder
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of this paper, we assume that the occurrence of a
NullPointerException due to data repository interactions in
a Web application negatively affects the security of the
application and thus should be prevented from happening.

Similarly, incompatibilities between the type of the data
item on the repository and the type expected by a retrieving
component result in ClassCastExceptions at runtime. In Java-
like data-centered Web applications, existing static type
checking at compile time is merely circumvented since
retrievals from the repository are done under the Object
type and the retrieved object is then downcast to the
expected type at runtime.

Finally, the complexity of shared data dependencies in
real-life applications may not be underestimated. We have
documented the complexity of the GatorMail Webmail
application in [15]. In the in-depth dependency analysis
of this medium-sized software system, more than 1,350 in-
teractions with the shared data repository were already
identified without any form of documentation.

4 REQUIREMENTS

The high-level goal of this research is to increase the
reliability and security of data-centered Web applications
by reducing runtime errors caused by broken data
dependencies. We define the following desired composition
property for indirect data sharing in data-centered Web
applications.

No broken data dependencies:

No client request causes a data item to be read from the server-side
shared session repository before it has actually been written. For
each shared data read interaction, the shared data item that already
has been written to the shared session repository is of the type that
is expected by the read operation.

In particular, this paper eliminates certain types of
runtime errors (such as a NullPointerException or a
ClassCastException) by giving a formal guarantee that the
no-broken-data-dependencies property is not violated in a
given composition.

The composition property defines the correctness of the
indirect data sharing in terms of what is expected by a
component whenever it tries to read a data item from the
shared repository. In addition, it is also important to
investigate the control flow of an application since the
control flow determines which components are executed in
which order and, hence, also what shared data interactions
occur in what order.

Reducing certain types of runtime errors by formally
verifying that a given composition does not violate the
desired composition property certainly improves the relia-
bility of the software composition, but, in order to be really
useful, the following interoperability and usability criteria
are important as well:

1. Interoperability. It is important that the proposed
solution is interoperable with the existing Web
infrastructure and does not interfere with other
Web security solutions. Optimally, the solution can
be added to the infrastructure in a transparent way
and cooperates with other security countermeasures
if needed.

2. Usability. In order to encourage wide adoption by
developers, we also identified two important usabil-
ity characteristics for the solution:

a. Limited overhead. In order to be generally applic-
able, the introduced overhead for the software
developer and software composer must be
minimal, both in terms of additional workload
and verification time. In addition, the solution
must be easy to understand for mainstream
developers and software composers. The less
overhead and complexity the solution intro-
duces, the more likely it is that the proposed
solution will actually be adopted.

b. Applicability to real-life applications. The applic-
ability of the proposed solution may not be
limited to toy examples, but the proposed
solution must also be more generally applicable
to larger real-life applications. This includes,
among others, that the proposed solution is
scalable to larger software projects and that the
solution is not limited to a specific choice of
program language or software framework.
Instead, a rather technology-neutral solution is
preferred, which can then be easily adopted in
different software platforms.

5 OVERVIEW OF THE SOLUTION

In this section, we propose our solution: We specify a
component’s interactions with the shared session repository
and use static and dynamic verification to guarantee that no
client-server interaction leads to the violation of the no-
broken-data-dependencies property. Fig. 4 depicts an overview
of our solution. At the left side of the figure, the different
artifacts of our application are listed; next to the imple-
mentation, the deployment information and the runtime
Web traffic are also used as input for our verification
process.

The verification process consists of three steps. First, the
interactions with the shared session repository are explicitly
specified in component contracts and static verification is
used to verify that each component implementation obeys
its contract specification. Second, the no-broken-data-depen-
dencies property is verified in each possible execution path
within a user’s session. To verify this property statically, an
upper bound is defined for the client-server interactions,
namely, the intended client-server protocol. Next, the property
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is verified under the assumption that the client-server

interactions are prefixes of the intended client-server protocol.

Finally, runtime policy enforcement is used to guarantee

that only the Web requests that are prefixes of the intended

client-server protocol are processed by the Web application.

By combining these three verification steps, our solution

ensures the no-broken-data-dependencies property in a given

application.
We will now discuss each of the three steps in more

detail in the following sections.

5.1 Server-Side Specification and Verification

In order to specify a component’s interactions with the

shared session repository, each Web component is extended

with an appropriate component contract. The contract is

expressed in a problem-specific contract language, which is

easy to understand for application developers. The gram-

mar of the proposed problem-specific contract language is

shown in Fig. 5.
The problem-specific contract language expresses the

interactions with the repository in terms of read, write, and

possibly write statements:

1. Read statement. This lists the component’s expecta-
tions about the repository state. To do so, the
contract specifies the expected type for each relevant
data item and uses the label Nullable to indicate that
the component can handle a null reference for that
particular data item. The latter one reflects the
defensive reads, as shown in Fig. 3.

2. Write statement. This expresses the data items on the
shared session repository that will be altered into a
nonnull instance of the specified type by executing
the component.

3. Possibly write statement. This lists the data items on
the shared session repository that may be altered by
executing the component. This statement defines
that, for each of the data items, the write interactions
result in a nonnull instance of the specified type or
that the particular data item is not altered at all,
depending on unspecified conditions.

Notice the explicit distinction between write and

possibly write statements. Write statements are subsumed

in possibly write interactions but are semantically richer in

describing the state of the shared data repository. A write

statement clearly describes the state of the data item after

executing the component (that is, that the data item will be

altered to a nonnull instance of the given type), whereas a

possible write statement gives less information about the

state of the data item. Moreover, every update of the shared

session repository during the execution of the component is

either covered by the write statement or the possibly write

statement.
For instance, Fig. 6 shows such a problem-specific

contract of the ShowCartServlet, which is a straightforward

mapping of the following shared data interactions:

The read interaction for the messages data item is

translated into a read statement in the problem-specific

contract (data item messages in line 1 in Fig. 6). The def. read/

write interaction is translated into a combination of a

Nullable-labeled read statement and a write statement (data

item cart in lines 1 and 2 in Fig. 6). Similarly, the cond. def.

read/write interaction is translated into a combination of a

Nullable-labeled read statement and a possibly write

statement (data item currency in lines 1 and 3 in Fig. 6).
The formal semantics of these contracts are given by a

translation into the Java Modeling Language (JML) [16]. We

briefly discuss this translation in Section 6.1.
Given the component contracts for each component,

static verification is used to verify that a component’s

implementation obeys its contract, that is, that the read and

write interactions that happen are only those specified in

the contract.
Notice that, in case of a mismatch between the provided

contract and the component implementation, this first static

verification step will fail to verify the compliance and, as a

result, the overall verification process will fail.
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5.2 Application-Specific Property Verification

The no-broken-data-dependencies property is verified by
checking all of the possible execution paths in a user’s
session. To verify the property statically, an upper bound is
defined for the client-server interactions, namely, the
intended client-server protocol. This is an upper bound for
the nondeterministic interactions between the client and the
server and includes all valid client-server interactions that
may occur in the application under normal circumstances.

The intended client-server protocol can be expressed in
various ways, such as a regular expression, an EBNF
notation, or a labeled state transition system. For example,
Figs. 7 and 8 are two different representations of the
intended protocol for the Duke’s BookStore application.
Note that, in Web applications, the protocol can be
interrupted at any time, for example, if a Web user stops
surfing to the given Web application or closes the browser.
This is indicated by nil in the EBNF notation and with
dashed lines in the labeled state machine.

In order to statically verify that any prefix of the intended
client-server protocol does not violate the desired application
property, the intended protocol is verified in combination
with the component contracts and the given deployment
information. In a J2EE Web application, for example, the
Web deployment descriptor contains, among others, the
mapping between URLs and servlets, as well the servlets on
which filters are applied.

To verify the desired application property, it is important
that component contracts precisely describe the interactions
with the shared repository. In case of too generic contracts
(for example, if a programmer does not take time to
adequately identify the interactions or tries to shortcut the
annotation process by annotating every interaction as
possibly write), the second verification step will not succeed
for certain legitimate client-server protocols and, as a result,
the overall verification process will fail.

5.3 Runtime Protocol Enforcement

Finally, since the no-broken-data-dependencies property is
verified under the assumption that all Web requests obey
the intended client-server protocol, this assumption needs to be
enforced at runtime. This can be done by loading the

protocol specification into a supporting WAF or extending
the application with an appropriate filter. As a result, only
prefixes of the intended client-server protocol are allowed to be
processed by the Web application.

6 DESIGN AND PROTOTYPE

In this section, we describe the design and implementation
of our prototype and discuss how it can be used to secure
the Duke’s BookStore Web application.

6.1 Server-Sid03e Specification and Verification

In order to use existing verifiers to check if the implementa-

tion of a component adheres to its contract, the problem-
specific contracts are translated into JML [16]. For instance,
the JML contract in Fig. 9 expresses the interactions between
the ShowCartServlet and the shared session repository in
terms of the prestate and poststate of the repository.

In our prototype, the problem-specific component con-

tracts are translated automatically into JML contracts and
the translation tool can be downloaded from the paper’s
accompanying Web site [17]. The rationale for the transla-
tion is given as follows:

1. Read statements. Read statements in the problem-
specific component contracts are translated into the
precondition that the given data item is of the
expected type. For instance, line 10 in Fig. 9 specifies
that the method requires that the data item messages
on the shared session repository is a nonnull
instance of ResourceBundle.

In case the read statement is labeled with Nullable,
the requirement on the data item is relaxed to be
either a nonnull instance of the expected type or the
null reference (for example, line 9 in Fig. 9).

2. Write statements. Write statements in the problem-
specific component contracts are translated into an
ensures clause specifying that, after execution, the
given data item is of the expected type. Line 12 in
Fig. 9 specifies, for example, that the method ensures
that, after execution, the data item cart on the shared
session repository will be a nonnull ShoppingCart. In
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addition, the JML contract also explicitly expresses
the frame condition of the method, that is, what part
of the session state a method is allowed to modify.
This is done by adding a modifies clause for each
written data item (for example, data item cart in
line 14 in Fig. 9).

3. Possibly write statements. Possibly write statements in
the problem-specific component contracts are trans-
lated into an ensures clause specifying that, after
execution, the given data item is of the expected type
or that the given data item remains unchanged while
executing the method (line 13 in Fig. 9). In addition,
a frame condition is added for each data item that is
possibly written by executing the method. For
instance, line 15 in Fig. 9 expresses that the method
may alter the shared data item currency.

Finally, notice the use of the also keyword in the JML
contracts. The ShowCartServlet extends the HttpServlet and,
by doing so, it inherits the public method specification of
the doGet method. To refine the specification of an over-
ridden method (for example, by weakening preconditions
or by strengthening postconditions), the specification in
JML starts with the also keyword, which combines the
specifications of the supertype and the subtype. Similarly,
the also keyword can also be used in regular specification to
combine different specification blocks into a nested speci-
fication. More information about the desugaring of also
combinations in JML can be found in [18].

Since the doGet method of the HttpServlet does not
provide common behavior for all of the inheriting servlets,
the supertype method is annotated with the strongest
possible precondition, that is, the requires false pragma. In
this way, all inheriting servlets are able to weaken this
precondition, conforming to the Liskov substitution princi-
ple. Note that this design decision prohibits polymorphic
use. This was not an issue in the prototype implementation
since we did not encounter polymorphic use of the
HttpServlet objects in the different servlet implementations
or the application-specific check method.

In the remainder of the paper, we have chosen to show
the translated JML contracts since JML is a fairly well-
known contract language. One of the main advantages of
JML is the large amount of tool support that is available

[19]. Tools are available for runtime contract checking, test
generation, static verification, and inference of specifica-
tions. A variety of static verification tools are available that
make different trade-offs in verification power and the need
for user interaction.

In our prototype, we have chosen to use the ESC/Java2
verifier [20]. The main advantage of this verifier is that it
requires no user interaction. On the downside, the verifier is
far from complete and has some known sources of
unsoundness [21]. In Section 8, we will discuss how this
impacts our prototype.

To check the compliance of the component implementa-
tion with ESC/Java2, the specification of the shared
repository is generated (Fig. 10). Here, explicit JML pragmas

provide a mapping between a ghost field and the state of a
specific data item in the hash table since the current version
of the ESC/Java2 tool does not support reasoning about
hash table indirections. This mapping allows us to express
the state of the data repository in a component’s contract in
terms of the object fields rather than hash table indirections
and allows us to still reason about the repository state
without losing the verification power of ESC/Java2.

In order to reduce the verification complexity and the
overhead of instrumenting all library calls, we use a
pragmatic framing approach to verify if a component’s
implementation obeys its contract. Instead of letting ESC/
Java2 verify the modifies clauses, we use a component-specific
specification of the session repository in which we constrain
the allowed write operations to the actual write interactions
that the component claims to have in its modifies clauses.

Fig. 11 is an example of such a component-specific
annotation to use with the ShowCartServlet: The precondi-
tion of the setAttribute method states that only write
operations are allowed for the cart and currency data items.
In contrast to the complete specification of the session
repository (Fig. 10), the messages data item may not be
modified by the ShowCartServlet.

In case the component’s implementation triggers an
unspecified state change in the shared data repository,
the verification of the component with ESC/Java2 will
detect this contract violation (even without checking the
component’s modifies clauses) since the state change will
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also violate the precondition of the component-specific
setAttribute annotation of the shared repository.

The full component contracts of the Duke’s BookStore
validation experiment (both in the problem-specific con-
tract language and in JML), the contract translation tool,
and the generator tool for the component-specific reposi-
tory specification can be found on the paper’s accompany-
ing Web site [17].

6.2 Application-Specific Property Verification

A server-side check method is automatically generated
from the intended client-server protocol to statically verify
that no client-server interaction violates the no-broken-data-

dependencies property. This check method simulates the
intended protocol in a server-side method body in which
every Web interaction is translated into a method call to the
appropriate request processing component (if needed, it is
preceded by one or more filters). In addition, reactive or
nondeterministic behavior is translated by applying the
java.util.Random class, if-then-else branches, switch cases,
and while loops. The protocol-simulating check method for
the Duke’s BookStore application is listed in Fig. 12.

The application-specific property verification is then
reduced to statically verifying the implementation of the

check method with ESC/Java2. Compliance with a compo-
nent’s assumption on the shared session state is verified
implicitly because static verifiers such as ESC/Java2 check
that the preconditions are fulfilled for each method that is
called. Since the static verifier verifies all possible execution
paths in the check method, the no-broken-data-dependencies
property is verified for all transitions of the intended client-
server protocol and for all of its prefixes.

For the application-specific protocol verification, ESC/
Java2 relies on the explicit framing conditions of the
different component contracts in combination with the full
specification of the shared session repository in Fig. 10.

6.3 Runtime Protocol Enforcement

Since the static verification step requires that the protocol at
runtime adheres to the intended client-server protocol,
runtime enforcement is needed to ensure that only requests
conforming to the intended protocol are processed by the
application.

As a proof of concept, we embedded a lightweight
runtime enforcement engine in our Web application
container by installing a custom J2EE Filter. Before a servlet
is invoked by means of the service(ServletRequest request,
ServletResponse response) method in a J2EE Web application,
a chain of deployed filters is always applied to the request.

At deployment time, our enforcement engine is loaded
with an object-oriented instantiation of the labeled state
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transition system (Fig. 13). For each user session, the current
state is stored and, for each incoming Web request, the
enforcement engine verifies that the transition is allowed
and the current state is updated before the request is
dispatched to the servlet. In case of a protocol violation, a
pluggable strategy is consulted, defining the action that
should be taken, ranging from blocking access to the
originator’s IP or invalidating the user’s session to just
logging the access violation.

The proposed property verification assumes sequential
processing of requests within a user’s session. In order to
guarantee the absence of broken data dependencies in a
multithreaded server environment, the runtime protocol
enforcement of our prototype uses coarse-grained locking
on the user’s HttpSession object. By doing so, all requests

belonging to one session are processed sequentially, while
the server still can process multiple sessions in parallel.

7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We successfully applied the proposed solution to verify the
no-broken-data-dependencies property in the Duke’s Book-
Store Web application. We used this validation experiment
to measure the annotation cost, the verification perfor-
mance, and the runtime overhead of the proposed solution.

7.1 Annotation Overhead

As a quantification of annotation overhead, a specification
line count is performed on the annotated components. At
most four lines of specification per component are used to
express the interactions with the shared session repository.
In addition, thanks to the pragmatic framing, no library
calls need to be instrumented to verify the different
components.

7.2 Static Verification Performance

To evaluate the performance of the static verification
process, the verification time is measured. The performance
tests were run on a Pentium Mobile (1.4 GHz) processor
with 512 Mbytes of RAM, running Debian Linux while
using Java 1.4.2_09, ESC/Java2 2.0a9, and Simplify 1.5.4.
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Table 2 shows the performance results of verifying the
implementation compliance. Notice that the control flow
complexity of the ShowCartServlet and CatalogServlet com-
ponents exceeded the verification power of ESC/Java2 and
the underlying theorem prover Simplify so that we had to
split up the doGet method for both components in order to
get them verified.

The verification of the protocol-simulating check method
succeeded smoothly in about 13.5 sec.

7.3 Runtime Enforcement Overhead

To estimate the overhead of the runtime flow enforcement,
we ran the following experiment on the BookStore applica-
tion with and without our enforcement filter: We sequen-
tially simulated 1,000 different visitors in which each user’s
protocol consisted of six Web requests and 2 percent of the
visitors applied forceful browsing. For the experiment, the
BookStore application has been deployed on the Sun Java
System Application Server Platform Edition 8.2.

We ran 40 simulations, alternating the BookStore with and
without runtime protocol enforcement. The processing times
of these 40 simulations are shown in Fig. 14. We noticed an
increasing processing time because of the increasing number
of open sessions on the server. In this experiment, we
measured a worst-case runtime overhead of 5.4 percent,
although the average runtime overhead is much lower.

The validation experiment in the Duke’s BookStore
application showed that the proposed solution is applicable
to real-life Web applications. The problem-specific contracts
led to a small annotation overhead and an acceptable
verification performance was achieved thanks to the

modular verification. By combining static and dynamic

verification, the runtime overhead was also limited.
Moreover, similar experiments to specify and verify

shared data interactions on the request scope show that this

type of annotation and verification easily scales to larger

Web applications [13].
In addition, the proposed solution is interoperable with

the existing Web infrastructure and does not interfere with

other Web security solutions. Moreover, the proposed

solution is able to leverage the power of existing WAFs by

providing formal techniques to prove the absence of broken

data dependencies in a given WAF protocol enforcement

configuration. This partially counters an important draw-

back of today’s WAFs, which have limited coverage in

protecting implementation-specific vulnerabilities.

8 DISCUSSION

In this paper, the required usability characteristic has been

an important driver for the solution and, therefore, we

deliberately chose a developer-centric point of view. This

developer-centric point of view significantly influenced the

proposed solution. In every step of the solution, we aimed

to achieve the right trade-off between the accuracy and

power of formal verification on the one hand and limited

overhead for the developer and composer and applicability

to real-life software applications on the other hand. In this

section, we first discuss the most important trade-off

decisions of our prototype in more detail. Next, we

highlight opportunities to further improve the usability of

the proposed solution.

1. Problem-Specific Annotations and Pragmatic Framing.
We used a problem-specific annotation language to
significantly reduce the annotation overhead for the
developer. However, this partial specification also
implied that, as a consequence, the framing condi-
tions of the different components were partially
specified as well and that traditional framing
verification was not feasible in such scenarios.

In this paper, we used a pragmatic framing

approach to only verify state changes on the shared

data repository. Since other state changes were

neglected on purpose, this framing approach only

guaranteed correct framing with regard to state

changes on the shared session repository. Although

such a pragmatic framing is not applicable for

general verification purposes, this framing approach

was sufficient for our verification process since we
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were only interested in the component’s interactions
with the shared repository.

In fact, the pragmatic framing approach was an
interesting enabler for our approach. Thanks to the
pragmatic framing, we were able to verify partially
specified components, that is, we only specified the
parts of the contract that we were actually interested
in (namely, the interactions with the shared reposi-
tory). In case we would have applied traditional
framing, we would also have to specify every state
change that occurred in the application by executing
a component’s method, as well as to annotate every
called library method with its appropriate frame
condition.

2. Use of ESC/Java2. In our prototype, we have chosen
to use the ESC/Java2 verifier. The main advantage of
this verifier is that it requires no user interaction. On
the downside, the verifier is far from complete and
has some known sources of unsoundness [21]. We
will shortly discuss how this impacted our verifica-
tion process:

a. Limited reasoning about hash table indirections. One
of the problems that we were confronted with in
our prototype was the poor support of the ESC/
Java2 tool for reasoning about hash table
indirections. We were forced to circumvent this
lack of support by introducing ghost variables
and verbose specifications of the shared reposi-
tory. This is a temporary problem and future
versions of the tool are expected to incorporate
better hash table support.

b. Default framing. When reasoning about a call to a
routine, ESC/Java2 assumes that the routine only
modifies its specified modification targets (as
given in modifies pragmas). As defined in JML,
ESC/Java2 has a default for missing modifies
clauses (that is, modifies neverything) to unhide
unexpected changes to variables caused by call-
ing a routine. However, the logic for reasoning
about routine bodies that contain these modifies
clauses has not yet been implemented in ESC/
Java2. As a result, methods without explicit
modifies clauses can be verified since the default
frame condition includes everything. However,
the current implementation of ESC/Java2 does
not take this default frame condition into account
when such methods are called, resulting in an
unsound verification.

In our prototype, we annotated every method
that updates the shared repository with an
appropriate framing condition. By doing so,
we prevented those calls to methods without a
framing condition that could break data depen-
dencies without being detected.

c. Loops. To avoid the need for loop invariants,
ESC/Java2 implements an approximate and
possibly unsound verification of loops. Since
the influence of loop bodies on the state of the
repository is typically limited, this did not
impact our verification of Duke’s BookStore. In

fact, inferring loop invariants about the state of
the repository seems feasible and is an interest-
ing item for future work. With inferred loop
invariants, this potential source of unsoundness
could be removed completely.

d. Unsound pragmas. ESC/Java2 allows users to
introduce assumptions into the verification
process by using unsound pragmas such as
assume. When these assumptions are invalid,
the verification is unsound. In the Duke’s
BookStore application, we needed to instrument
some of the components with assume pragmas
to assist the verifier in the verification process,
for example, by supplying type information
while iterating over Collections. Notice that these
annotations are needed because of the lack of
generics in Java 1.4 and are not necessary in later
versions of Java.

All of these issues are limitations of the current tool and can
be expected to disappear with improved technology for Java
program verification. Our experience with this experiment
shows that state-of-the-art program verification technology is
already useful today and further improvements to the
technology will further increase that usefulness.

To valorize this research in a concrete developer’s tool,
the balance between usability and accuracy can probably be
shifted even further in favor of the developer and composer
in several steps of the solution:

1. Problem-specific annotation and contract verification. To
reduce the annotation overhead for the software
developer, the problem-specific annotation of a
component can be inferred from its implementation.
This specification inference significantly lowers the
impact on the development process but also implies
that some implementation bugs will only be identi-
fied during the property verification phase (typically
close to deployment), rather than during the contract
verification phase in which mismatches can already
be detected between the problem-specific annotation
and the component’s implementation. Moreover, the
specification inference eliminates the need for
checking the compliance between problem-specific
annotation and the component’s implementation.

2. Intended client-server protocol. To verify the no-broken-
data-dependencies property statically, an upper bound
is defined for the client-server interactions, namely,
the intended client-server protocol. At this moment,
the intended client-server protocol is constructed
manually, based on the expected use of the Web
application and the URLs generated by the different
Web pages. In order to reduce the composer’s
involvement in the verification process, this applica-
tion-specific protocol can also be constructed auto-
matically based on a representative client
implementation (for example, in case of a rich
Web client) by analyzing the hyperlinks generated
by the different Web pages or by observing
legitimate Web traffic, as is often done in WAFs.

3. Integrated tool. To be practically useful for software
developers, providing an integrated tool is essential.
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The different subtasks of the solution can be
integrated in a single framework-specific tool and
the tool is preferably embedded in the developer’s
Integrated Development Environment (IDE). In
addition, extra support is needed to give useful
feedback to the developer in case the no-broken-data-
dependencies property verification fails. By doing so,
the software developer is able to build more secure
and reliable Web applications while being comple-
tely shielded from the underlying specification and
verification process.

9 RELATED WORK

The work presented in this paper is related to a broad
spectrum of ongoing research. We only present some key
pointers for each of the domains and, in more detail, for the
domain most related to the proposed solution, namely,
static and dynamic verification in Web application security.

Several implementation-centric security countermea-
sures for Web applications have already been proposed
[22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], but most of them focus on
injection attacks (SQL injection, command injection, XSS,
etc.) and use tainting, pointer analysis, or data flow
analysis. Our solution targets another set of implementation
bugs, namely, bugs due to broken data dependencies on the
server-side session state, and, to do so, we rely on the static
and dynamic verification of component contracts.

Gould et al. also aim to reduce the number of runtime
errors in Web applications by applying static verification
[29]. Their solution focuses on the reduction of SQL runtime
exceptions and uses a static analysis tool to verify the
correctness of all dynamically generated query strings
within an application. Our solution is based on program
annotations and we verify interactions between compo-
nents and the nonpersistent server-side state.

We combine in our solution static and dynamic verifica-
tion to reduce the runtime enforcement overhead. The idea of
combining static and dynamic verification is not new and has,
for instance, already been adopted by Huang et al. in securing
Web applications against Web vulnerabilities caused by
insecure information flow, such as SQL injection, XSS, and
command injection [30]. Their approach uses a lattice-based
static analysis algorithm for verifying information flow based
on type systems and the type state. The sections of the code
considered vulnerable are automatically instrumented with
runtime guards. In contrast, our approach aims to reduce
runtime errors due to composition problems. In addition, our
approach is based on program annotations and the verifica-
tion of component preconditions.

In [31], Offutt et al. generate bypass tests that check if an
online Web application is vulnerable to forceful browsing or
parameter tampering attacks. The bypass tests are black-box
tests using data that circumvents client-side checks. They
define three levels of fault injection: bypass tests at the
value level, at the parameter level, and at the control flow
level. Since the fault injections are based on violations of the
client-side validations, they operate independently of the
server implementation and do not give formal guarantees
about the absence of bugs. In contrast, our verification
approach is able to guarantee the absence of errors at the

control flow level and, in future work, we would like to
investigate how well our approach is suited to counter
errors at the other two levels as well.

Firewall configuration analysis is proposed to manage
complex network infrastructures (such as networks with
multiple network firewalls and network intrusion detection
systems) [32], [33]. These approaches aim to achieve
efficiency and consistency between the different network-
layer security devices, whereas our approach focuses on the
application-layer consistency between the WAF and the
Web application.

For more than a decade, software architectures have
been used to abstract reasoning about software systems
from the source code level toward coarse-grained architec-
tural elements and their interconnections [2], [34], [35], [36].
Architectural styles abstract reoccurring patterns of compo-
nents, connectors, and behavioral interactions within
different software architectures and try to capture the
advantages or main characteristics of a particular architec-
tural style, as well as the constraints introduced by the style.
In [2], Shaw and Garlan proposed a taxonomy of different
architectural styles, including the data-centered style.

To support architecture-based reasoning, (semi)formal
modeling notations and analysis techniques are required.
Several Architecture Description Languages (ADLs) are
proposed for architectural specification and analysis.
Although these ADLs strongly vary in the abstractions
and analysis capabilities they provide, most ADLs explicitly
provide abstractions for components, connectors, and their
behavioral interactions, as well as tool support for analysis
and architecture-based development [36], [37]. However, in
most cases, a discontinuity exists between the architectural
model and the actual implementation model, making the
outcomes of architectural analysis meaningless. To counter
this, ArchJava [38] offers a unique binding between
architectural description and actual implementation, but
ArchJava does not yet provide indirect sharing verification.

Component contracts already were often proposed
before for various purposes [39], [40], [41], [42]. For
components written in Java, JML [16] is a popular formal
contract specification language. The use of JML or related
languages such as Spec# [43] for verifying component
properties is a very active research domain. For example,
Jacobs et al. [44] verify the absence of data races, and
Pavlova et al. [45] focus on the security properties of
applets. Other applications of JML are surveyed in [19].

The research presented in this paper proposes a
pragmatic solution to broken session dependencies in
Web applications. The main advantage of such pragmatism
is the potential for short-term applicability. However, of
course, research on more fundamental approaches is also
needed and can have a more substantial impact in the long
term. There is a large body of research on how to improve
programming languages for programming distributed
applications. In his keynote speech at ICSE 2005, Cardelli
discussed three important areas where improvements are
important: asynchronous concurrency, dealing with semi-
structured data, and additional security abstractions [46].
The programming language E [47] is an example of a
language that has emphasized security in its design. Other
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languages focus on specific classes of Internet applications

such as distributed consensus applications [48].

10 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented an approach to improve

the security and reliability of Web applications by guaran-

teeing the absence of runtime errors. In particular, we have

proposed a solution to prevent runtime errors due to

broken data dependencies on session data.
Our solution combines development-time program

annotation, static verification, and runtime checking to

provably protect against broken data dependencies in Web

applications. We designed and developed a prototype

implementation, building on the JML and the static verifier

ESC/Java2. In addition, we successfully applied our

approach to Duke’s BookStore, a representative J2EE-based

e-commerce application.
Our solution also provides a good trade-off between

usability and verification power. Because of some well-

considered developer-centric design decisions in our pro-

totype, the validation experiment showed a limited over-

head and demonstrated the applicability of the presented

approach to real-life applications. In addition, the proposed

solution is interoperable with the existing Web infrastruc-

ture and does not interfere with other Web security

solutions. Moreover, the proposed solution is able to

leverage the power of existing WAFs by providing formal

techniques to prove the absence of broken data dependen-

cies in a given WAF protocol enforcement configuration.
To the best of our knowledge, the research presented in

this paper is the first to improve Web application security

by providing an appropriate solution to the specific

problem of broken data dependencies on session data.
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